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Residence hall group
discusses innovations

Lerou Robertson

The Minnesota state Association of College aind University Residence Halls (Minn•
ACURH) consists of seven
members including the six
State Colleges and the Uni·
versity o f Miooesota a t
Duluth.
The Association which was
established last May attempts
to provide a forum for the "exchange of ideas conce~g
residence hall program ITI·
novation, faculty usage, and
orgainization govemance." In
addition they also develop
progra~ th~t '.'will stimu•
late commllTI!lcabon between
its member sch<>?~," and also
to formulate policier that 1:he
member colleges may WISh
to use.
Membership in the organization is open to any college or
university in the state.
In May MinnACURH gathered to bring together studoots
from various colleges to discuss and share programs that
were in operatiOIIl amon~st
their members. The Associatiorn felt that in this way those
students that believe resident
hall programs are ineffective,
could become aware of :workable programs on other college
campuses.
The second meeting of MinnACURH is being helri today
through Sunday at Southwest
State College. In addition to
theL' own meeting delegates
will be meeting with As·
sociation of College and University Housing Officers Conference also scheduled at
Southwest.
In holding the joint meetings
the Association is attempting
to bring together the variety

of studoots and professiornal
persornnel in order to exchange
viewpoints on residence hall
living.
The MinnACURH delegation
deals separately with ques•
tions of what college resident
hall livers cannot do a1nd why
they cannot do them, what
they can do, and how they
can do them.
Included in the discussion
of what students camo.: do
will be a study of Minnesota
laws as they affect residence
halls. Alcohol, drugs, room
and board cOIIlitracts, vending
machines and soliciatations
are s~he<luled to be taken up
at their Saturday sessim.
Programs such as Residence

Hall Week, New Student Days,
Homecoming and other residence hall activities will be
discussed on their improvement and development.
When delegates meet to determine how to carry out their
activities they will take part
in leadership workshops and
discuss professional resources
that could be employed.
In addition to these individual sessions the student delegates will meet with the Hous•
ing Officers to learn their
probl~ms. Presentation and
discussion groups with the
officers is planned to give both
si&es better understanding of
resident hall living on camp·
uses.

At their Nove~nber 3 meetiin.g the Faculty Senate defeated a resolution calling for
additional faculty members
being placed on the President•
ial Search Committee.
The resolution submitted by
Dean Marmus, Dean of the
School of Business, stated that
the "election procedures be
further amended to provide
that the number of faculty
members on the Presidential
S e a r c h Committee be in-creased to six (6), and that
each school aiilld Special Services have one representative."
Marmus stated that the
School of Business Faculty
was dissatisfied with the present make-up of the Presidential Search Committee, as they
felt that the School of Busi·
ness's voice would not be
heard in the selection of the
new president. Marmus felt
that all schools should have
an input into the committee
and his resolution would accomplish this.

total-500

-TOTAL VOTE-1477
no opinion-43
Special events should remain the same:
freshmen-247
upperclassmen~l82
total-429

Special events should
changed:
freshmen--310
upperclassmeni-242

be

total-552 -

be"

total-139

No opinion:
freshmen-66
upperclassmell'-83
total-149

-TOTAL VOTE-1269
These results are meaning•
ful to the Student Senate and
to the action they will take.
Lindsay said that the Senate
wants to hear the changes the
students feel should be made
• before they take a final vote.

m
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Puppets preform

The Company of the Unicorn,
a newly formed and totally
unique theatrical company,
will make a campus appear
ance Mondl,l.y, November 9.
The performamice, a presemtation of the Atwood Board of
Governors,
was ori~nally
scheduled to be held m the
Ratskellar, but due to limited
seating, is scheduled for the
North Dirrring Room.
The company consists of
Herah Lodepa, and Star,
three 'people who, by either
song, dance, or drama attempt
to relate a spiritual adv~nt~re
to the audience. The _obJective
of . their presentatiOIIl, the
group feels, "is to transport
the audience to a magical,
mystical world of loves,
glories, adventllll'e amd spiritual joys."
This aura of ecstasy IS m
part accomplished through the
4, col. 5) compMY'S use of various dif·

Senate
(cont. on p.

total-977

Campus royalty is a nega•
tive aspect of a special cam•
pus event:
freshmen-344
upperclassmen-156

Special events sho~ld
eliminated:
freshmen-87
upper classmen-52

Senate defeats
resolution
Larry Meyer

Students at SCS voted in
support of the Student Senate's
referendum regarding campus
royalty and special events oc•
curring throughout the year.
The strongest trend on the
Student Senate ballot Oct. 20,
indicates that students feel
the events in general are relevant, but there is a lack of
satisfaction in the way they
are being held, according to
John Lindsay, Senate vicepresident. He said that some
sigruficaint changes should oc·
cur.
The results of the students'
vote are as follows:
Campus royalty is a positive
aspect of a special campus
event:
freshmen-585
upperclassmen-392

fe.Toot puppets, all o~ which
were constructed by tne_ compain~. These puppets ~ be
marupulated m full view of
the audience.
Apart from musical accompanimerut on such instruments
a zither, concertina, guitar,
mamdolin, and violin, the onJ.y
other prop the company em•
ploys is simplicity. It is this
unencumbered format which
has allowed the company to
perform on such varied
"stages" as _museums, parks,
churches, offices, amid stores.
Although some of the ma•
terial use<i by the compainy
was written by such authors
as William Butler Yeats, T.S.
Elliot Oscar Wilde and Wil•
liam Blake, much ~f the format, as well as the . entir~
musical arrangement, IS ongimial.
There will be_ o~e ~rformance only. Adm1SS1on IS free.

Feminist to
speak here

" ... black people, women,
the peace community .. .they
are the alliance of the alienated .. I'm for people coming
together to challenge oppres·
sion .. the middle class .. .
PEOPLE POWER, DOLLAR
POWER, VOTE POWER."
The above declaration was
made by Florence Keoo~y1
who will give a talk enbtl~
''Pathology of Opression," Olll
Tuesday, Nov. 10 at 8 p.m.
in Stewart Hall Auditorium.
Florence is a Radical Fem-ist, an attorney, Director.
Media Workshop of the ~oa,sumer Information Servic~
Producer . Moderator: "Opi&ions," WLIB Peabody Award
winning radio talk show, and
Delegate: National Conference
00 Black Power.
Her purpose is to question,
iJllvestigate
and
challenge
(physically if necessary) any
and all forms of what she calls
"i;-istitutionalized oppression."
Floren,ce believes that the
oppressed far out-number the
oppr~rs, and the)'.' ~)'.' ~
education ~ mobiliz_abon ~
order to achieve their basic
human rights.
.
Her probe into opression
has led her to become involved
i~ the F~mist M~veme~t, 0e
fight agamst racISm, discnmir.~tion of all_ types, midea
1:1isrepresentation, and aborbon laws.,
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Editorial & Opinion Section
Can garba_ge

Painted cans
will_clean. up
campu·s litter
To the editor:

Now that we have litter cans brightly painted and distributed on campus,
thanks to an ABOG committee, let' s use them. Put your garbage in the
cans, not on the campus ... we hav e enough litter as there is.

On behalf of all my committee members oo Creative
Arts, I'd like to thank everyone who made the Garbage
Can Painoog Contest such
a success last Friday. Every
can is a wmner.
Our thanks go to Phi Sigma
Epsilon · Pledges, Hill-Case
Hall Assn., Holes Hall, Alpha
Phi, Alpha Xi Delta, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Sigma Tau Gamma, Girls of 12th-Sherburne,
Students for Environmenital
Defense, Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, Loyal Royal
Order of Garbage Coo Painters of America, Us, Polish
Air Force, and Uncle Sam.
The garbage cans will now
be placed on campus to help
clean, up that eyesore - campus litter!
They are to. be enjoyed and
used!
You can do it!
Melissa Penrose
Melissa Penrose
Creative Arts Governor
ABOG

Director welco1nes criticism

•
Garvey offers new services
Jim Murphy, director of
Slater Food Services said that
he is continually seeking ways
to make food .services more
attractive but that he needs
student cooperation to do so.
Murphy would like to have
students who have complaiints
tell him about them and to
offer their suggesfa,ns. There
are food committees in all
of the dorms and he said he
is available to talk to students
ainy time.
One of the major complaints
he receive() is that the food
is often too cold. Murphy said
that food temperature is difficult to control because of
· the bi-level situation at Garvey. Food is prepared. downstairs and is served ~n the
main level. Although the pans
arc heated to maximum temperature, dw-ing the transfer
much of the heat is lost.
Murphy said he would like
to see Garvey changed to a
one level serving area so that
food could be prepared and

Involvement
goal is set
Vets
The goal of the St. Cloud
State Vet's Club this year is
to become more involved not
only i:n campus activities, but
so in community affairs,
according to Presidoot Jerry
Currey.
"Helping people outside the
college community. That is
more impmtoot to me than
doing things that benefit the
Vet's Club alone" he said.
'
_

Vets

(cont. on p. 6_, col. 6)

served in one place. He said
he ¼, sure the physical ar~
rangement of Garvey Commons could be changed, but
there are no plains being made
for the changes.
Slater Food Services, which
serves all of the State Colleges
except Bemidji, is not losing
money here, Murphy said,
but it is making only a
mal profit. The rising costs
of labor and food and a 13 year
old contract are reasoru; for
the low profits.
Garvey does not allow students to buy meal tickets on
a weekly or daily basis, recause food costs are included
in dormitory rates and this
would limit the demand for
tl:em. Since the College Board
sets room aind board rates
it would have to change them
i;n;
order to accomodate
changes i1111 Garvey's system.

mn-

If Garvey changed to a rrieal
ticket operation, its service
would have to be more like
a restaurant, with different
hours and different prices than
it now has.
At t~e begi.n,JJ!i.ng of fall quarter, Garvey began serving
meals Ollf a contmuous basis
throughout the day. Orue
reason for this, Murphy said,
is that many students last year
were not getting their meals
because of class ccrJlicts. He
said more stu<lents are taking
advantage of the system but
the lines are shorter.
A!Il(fther innovation has been
a dessert bar set up in the
dilniing room rather than in
the line witli the hot foods.
Feedback on this idea has
been very positive, - Murphy
said.
. Murphy said he is planinilng
to operate a "brunch" style

'No cards' policy
at Atwood useless
Recen.tly, the management
of Atwood Student Ceniter has
foumd it necessary to post a
notice concerning card playing in the old faculty ruruing
lounge. It states that the area
is for dining and that card
players are only taking up
room.
We are some of the people
to whom this notice is directed. HOWEVER, we are
a group of students and
faculty who have a one-ho1!1'
lunch break that we take m
the dimng lomge. We have
not played cards, but once,
since the notice came out and

no ooo has said anything. Yet,
we still are using the time for
lunch and are using the chairs
and tables for that - purpose
whether or not we are playing
cards.
We, therefoce, feel that the
no card playiiillg notice is a
useless policy on the part of
the management.
Mary Fox
Deborah MulJenmaster
Patrick Johnson
Elvin Siegel
Merrikay Peterson
Richard Long
Gary Kittelson

breakfast, begmrni:ng winter
quarter. The brunet. will be
served OQ Saturdays aind Sun.days from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Students would be able ·to eat
eggs, rolls and pancakes
U·.roughout the day.
A continental style break·
fast will also be served from
_8 to 10-~.m., which will illlclude
juice, rolls and cereal.

Violating cars

will be towed
from campus
A reminder to all students,
staff, and faculty : Upper campus parking lots are posted:
" No Parking From 3 a.m. to
7 a.m." This ruling will be
strictly enforced now ,t hat the
snow season is upon us._ All
cars in these lots during the
above mentioned hours will
be towed away at the owner's
expense.
,
·
Overnight parking is perm1tted in Lots J and K south
of Halenbeck Hall.

College
Chronicle
Published Tuesdlays and Fridays througihowt
the sohool
year except for vooaition periods. Second class post;age
pad.d at St. Cloud, Minn., Studenit subscriptions taken from
the Sltudoot activilty food. Mail
subsoription l"!aite is $2.00 per
quarter or $5.00 per academac
yeair.

Ed1tor-in-0hief Susan, Reineke
Associate Editor Steve London

Apathy Line
(Again)
After striking out at our worthy unigroup (the SCS
faculty), I think it is time to let the mechanical world
have _it. True apathy exists in its most splendid form
right here on the campus of SCS. The culprit is Atwood
Center. Over years of study on this subject, searching
through the Tri-county area of prolefic Catholics, I have
come upon the epidemic of apathy.

This object is in the form of a toaster, not the bread
type, but the toast bread type. By this, place yourself in
the realm of a 7:35 a.m. Monday morning, wrecked, and
in need of. nourishment to revive the damage done over
the weeke_nd. What happens?
You walk to the lady at the grill, that doesn't operate
at that hou,r and make a request for toast. (Those being
your first available words spoken.) She then confuses the
issue by asking you the horendous question of light or
dark. Ordinarily, this is not a difficult question, but your
mind has no_t tripped to the function position- yet. After
socmounting this problem and the toast is in the toaster
you receive your object lesson in apa:hy.
Now this piece of man-made electrical apparition has
you in its devious clutches. It could care less about you,
who you are, or what condition you are in, and it will
show you what true apathy is. Now to fight this, you
place your hope in the possibility of a cup of coffee to
take up this extra time, you find yourself with, but alas,
you can't win, the coffee is too hot to drink.
Next you place hope in talking to someone (not a
chance) for everyone is in the same _condition you are in
and they're behind y-0u waiting for toast and deciding
light or dark, or blowh7g on their coffee. (Rats-fouled
again). At this time you may reach the point cf realizing the apathy that exists in this soulless cperation.
You've been had, and you must live with the apathy before you, for this thing is the slowest example of toaster
known to man. You feel that it is making the bread, not
just toasting it. Now if you ar e anything like me, you may slip into
four-letter obscenities,. scream and leave talking !O yourself.
The finale to this is when you receive your to.ast it's burnt - and your coffee is cold. This is true evolvement with apathy beyond yom control. If you don't
believe me, try it some Monday morning.
Special Award Time: Day late and a letter short.

Our award goes to P aul McCalib and his English 263
class. They receiver a noteworthy assignment that is very
· deserving of comment. Part of their assignment for a
section of th-e class was to write a letter -to an editor,
radio station, etc., expr essing an opinion on how a certain
media (TV, radio, newspaper ) port:r.'\yed a certain assigned topic (how they ti~ated the subject). He was
more specific in that he wanted it on the .senatorial race.
Now this sounds like a good assignment and he carried it even farther by asking that i: oo placed in ari addressed and stamped envelope to the Minneapolis Tribune.

Here is ,where the award r eaches its deserving end,
for the Tribune closed out its campaign coverage in the
editorial section last Sunday. The letters were mailed
Monday noon.
Nice try, but true to journalistic expression, just a
little late.
The Chronicle destroyed my last week's effort at
mind bending by leaving out one line of Lift pitter patter
pitter patter thud." And the last line should have read
"Lift pitter patter, pitter patter pitter Groan Crash
Thud."
This was then Joe Crocker helping the members of
his Grease band bring in their Amps. to a gig.
This week's effort go,es like this:
Zoom Zoom Zoom Swish ·Swish Zoom
Swish Thud Boom Swish Thud Crash
Zoom Swish Thud Slap Smear.
Guess what?
Srnirter ones: M. T. Puelly where are you? The vestal virgins have returned. Big Al Moravec and Buddy
are living together in sin. Kris B. owes a certain promise
and she is going to keep it. Dirty Doug will return someday, beware P. P. D. Munger which side of the fence
are you on this week. Student Affairs is still in the Days
of In-loco Parentis.
Ustus
I Kud Care
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Lab school's life questioned---·
by Marlene Tschida

The State College Board will
decide whether the Campus
Laboratory Schools are performing their functions and
whether the schools aire neces-sary to the college education
system, at its meeting December 4.
Their evaluation will be
based on the reports of several
committees which have i1111vestigated the status of the lab
schools within the last two
years.
The last phase of a three
part investigation of the lab
school at St. Cloud State was
completed on October 28 by
three consulta'Ilits from out
of state. Their report will be
submitted to the State College
Board near the end of November.
The team of out of state con. sultants consists of Dr. James
L. Fischer, President of Towsm State College, Maryland;
Dr. Walter Beggs, Dean of
the Teachers College, University of Nebraska; aitlld Dr. Jerry Kuhn, Chairman of the Elementary Education Department, Umversity of Iowa.
While they were on campus
the consultants interviewed
various department members,
President Wick and Vice-President Lease a'Ild Senator Keith
Hughes aind Represeinfative

i.n

Jack Kleinbaum. This team
conducted similar investigatioims of the laboratory schools
at the other state colleges.
The mvestigation of the
fulllJCtions of the campus lab
schools begar. two years ago
when the State College Board
requested that a committee
be appointed to answer several
questions about Gray Campus
Lab School. At that time the
school was reorgalillizing because some educators questiO'Iled whether the school performed a necessary function .
The College Board wanted
to fiind out what the campus
lab schools were doing, whether this was what they were
supposed to do and in what
ways their services could be
improved or expal!lded.
The committee was asked
to answer the following questions:
"What changes, if any,
in the Laboratory School fina:n dng, programs and operatiOlllS are recommended as
:ruecessary or desirable if the
Laboratory School is to be
continued?
"If the Laboratory School
is discontinued, what functions presently performed by
the school must be continued?
What arrangements are necessary for the continuation of
these funictioirus?
''If the Laboratory School

is discontinued, what· resources, including facilities,
staff and money would be
available for other uses? To
what uses should the college
put these resources?"
The committee reported that
the Gray Campus Lab School
has begun several new programs· in the last two years.
It has a full day program for
five year olds; children with
special problems are now integrated into the total program
rather than being segregated
as was the former policy; a
pilot porgraro to integrate art,
music, industrial arts and
physical education ilnto the
whole · program has been designed ; and closed circuit television at the campus school
has shown need for miCll'oteaching experiences ·for education students.
The committee felt that
maximum oonefit is not being
gained from these programs
because of limited funds. Lack
of mo~y results in 1) shortage
of staff, 2) shortage of equi:i>ment, 3) shortage of observation due to limited enrollment.
Increasing the Lab School
enrollment to 500 pupils would
help to alleviate these problems, according to the committee. "The increased emollment would reduce the per
pu,pil cost and increase the

staff size, allowirug for a greater diversity in skills," the
committee reported.
The committee proposed two
possible plans for the organization of the school and estimated the cost of each. One
plan iincluded an erurollroent
of 500 pupils in nursery school
through grade six, requiring
28 professiOOials ( teachers,
television coordinator etc.)
and 13 aides. After deducting
$300 dollars per pup[ state
aid the budget was estimated
at $230,000.
The second plan uses the
same multi-unit system and
includes seventh and eighth
g r a d e s. Thirty-two professionals and 14 aides would
be required. The budget estimate was $251,000.
Both of these plans are compatible with the physical plant
of the Campus Laboratory
School and with the multi unit
organizational plain. The cost
to the college and the age
range of the pupils differs in
each case.
The committee also interviewed officers in the St. Cloud
Public Scho0ls as alterinates
to perform the functions of
the present lab school. They
concluded that the ilrncreased
cost to the local school districts would have to be paid ,
by the college, fun,ctions interfering with the local school's

Royal Hunt

Audience sees expanded sets
· ·

Audiences
attending thetic structure. I kept it simple
Department of Theatre's to allow the actor greater
opening show, The Royal Hunt fr~om - ,.through
of the Sun will encounter one actions and pure creation
of the largest sets ever ·built to define the ma:ny different
at this college. Its spectacular locales. The set could be called
size, yet simp:Jstic design "elastic" - in other words,
should add a dynamic dimen- it stretches, bends and adapts
sion to this colorful historic with the creativity of the
spectacle.
actors and director.
To accommodate the size
of the set, four rows of seats
The audiences should find
have been removed from the it fascinating to watch a set
house. The fle~bility of the area being used to depict
theater's seating arrangement Spain _where Pizarro picks
was originally dsigned for
this purpose, but this is the
first time that any set has
really taken full advantage
or' this uruique feature. Set
•
designer Dick Baschky ex- WI
IVCll
1)lained his reasons for this
·
d es1gn,
·
''Thrust'mg a set
A special, on-campus Fedset
•
eral
Service Entrance Exinto the audience's 1aps is one
·
amination will be conducted
of the surest ways of gettmig
· , Aft we get by the U.S. Civil Service
their attention
·
t· . h er
t
t Commission Thursday Novemt hell' atten 10n, w a we wan
·
al
·
1
is therr person mvo vemen t ber 12th, Stewart Hall in room
in the play's action. This close- 228 ·
·
bl
ness will have aill' mescapa e
The two-hour qualifications
·mpact
when
the
audience
is
l
examination for careers in
much
a
forced to become So
the Federal Government is
part of the intense scenes of designed primarily for liberal
brutality and deception. "
arts and business majors. The
Not only will the set extend management internship canfar out into the audience, but didates will take this same
another dimension will be examination. There will be
. added through its sharp verti- a set score they must attain
cal lines and height. Stairways to become eligible for the inand platforms have been built ternship. Seniors a:nd graduate
to the ceiling and extend to the students are eligible to take
side walls where there are es- the examination. NO AD _
capes for entrances and exits. vANCE application is necesAlthough the set is so large, sary.
the lines aind working areas
of it are quite simple. Baschky The F.S.E.E. form is the madescribes it as ''an emblema- jor examination for a college

scs

Ii?~;

his band of men and later the
same area used for the Peru·
vian jungles as the soldiers
fight their way to the kingdom of gold." The various
levels become mountains and
plains where the Spooish mercilessly slaughter the Indians
in the name of the Church.
Audien:ces will be fascinated
as they watch the soldiers
build walls of a room of gold
out of the gold plundered from
the Incas.
The only set decorations

Federal Serv1·ce Exam
11 be g•
Thursday
·
graduate to enter administrative, management training,
and many professional and
technical career fields . In the
last year 14,000 people from
those taking the exams have
been hired. Seniors and graduates, regardless of t h e i r
major, can qualify for posit·ions m
· over 60 career f'1eId s.
The F .S.E .E. is a two hour
and five minute general ability written test, which covers
verbal comprehension (vocabulary a:nd reading comprehension ) and quantitative reasoning (mathematics and interpretation of charts and
graphs)·
Information on the Federal
Service Entrance Examiination
is on file in the Career Planning and Placement Bureau.
This includes sample questions
for the examination.

are large vertical overlays
designed to recapture the rich
yet simplistic artistic style
of the Incas. These overlays
are abstract cutouts of authentic linica decoration. The abstracts will add a flavor of
the times and an indication
of the development of the Inca
civilization. ''The authentic
abstracts of the decor in the
set of The Royal Hunt of the
Sun will be carried through
in the lavish costumes and
props of this drama and should
supply a historic unity in all
the theatrical areas," Baschky
added hopefully as he spoke
of his anticipation of the shows
opening.
This historic drama about
Pizarro's bloody connuest of
'1
Peru will nm Nov. 18-21,
23
and 24. The Box Office, located in the lobby of the P.A.
Building opens Nov. 9 from
10-2. Students and faculty
members may
purchase
tickets free by presenting their
fee statements or activity
cards.

Com1n:uter Bus
The Minneapolis and St.
Paul commuter bus will be
adding a third bus to SCS this
week. Lt will arrive on campus at 9:45 a.m. each day and
will l~ave at 5 p.m. from Atwood.
The two existing buses arrive at 7:45 and· 8:45 a.m. and
leave ,the campus at 3 and 4
p.m.

program would not be approved and that many of the Caro·
pus Laboratory School functions could not be conducted
because demanids on the present services to teacher education could not be met.
Surveys of the various people benefited by the lab school
resulted 1n the conclusion that
contributions by the campus
lab school could possibly be
provided by other institutions
but that the potential is more
fully developed in the Lab
School.
The report of the committee
will be submitted to the State
College Board along with the
report of the out of state educators. Dr. Jack Jones, Director of the Gray Campus Lab
School, said that he thinks
the committee reacted very
positively to the program at
SCS. "The committee seemed
to thiruk that we have excellent
relations allld cororounicati01ns
within the college a:nd community and with the public school
system here," Jomes said.
The investigating committee
will · not make recommenda.tions to the Board. Its function is to iirnform the Board
of what is beimtg done in the
campus laboratory schools.
The Board will decide what
action it will take on the reports.

Information shop
.
off ers draft ·advice
By KAREN MATTSON

Multitudes of young inein
turning 19 are plagued with
the draft dilemma. One servi?e offering !Ielp in resolving
this proble~ IS located at 1418
W. Germam St. (next to t~e
~at Now Shop), and their
office hours are 7-10 p.m. on
Mondays and Thursdays, and
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.
The assemblage informs people about the draft, their individual classification, deferments, and · possible alternatives
''We do regular counseling
-the people walk in and state
their problem, aoo we tell
them how to keep out of the
draft. The Draft Information
Center is not a place to teach
resistalllce. We wan,t to make
everyone aware that there
is hope, because this is a place
where people can seek and
get the classification they deserve," Dan Miller, one of
the Center workers, explained.
"
.
Many . !1mes people could
be c!assified as 1Y or 4F
(medical de~erments ) and not
even kno:v 1~- We get alot of
guys commg_m fr?m the farms
who have. fmancial probleJ?S
or hardship c ~, and 9mt~
a few prospective co-nsc1entious objectors that doo't know
how to formulate their ideas
for writing up, or what proced·
ure to follow. Often we set
up a mock draft board, so people will koow what to expect,"
he continued.
The Information Center is

sponsored, orgaimzed, and operated by four or five regular
members with ten: more starting soon. The data utilized
is obtained from the Twin
Cit.es Draft Iinformation Center; the Selective Service Law
Reporter; the Midwest Committee for Draft Counselling;
and various leaflets on conscientious objection.
d'
.D_an . IScussed some of the
1fflculties the group have rum
Jnto.
''One of the biggest prooleros is that many people are
too willing to accept things
that they don't want to do.
We also have to keep up to
date with the ever-chairngiirug
laws. This is sometimes tedious, but we have to always
be on the ball. We're a non·
profit orgairuization, but the
financial situation, is not too
intense because of many contributions. There are times
tha~ we sit down ar..d wonder
if it's worth it, but it really
is a help to the people who
need information. We've had
quite a bit of success-alot
more people are a lot more
restful. Our service helps people express their views and
educates them on how !o deal
with the draft boards."

?

Rich Dietma:n and Max
Siegrist 'started the program
last March, and it was "their
dream to organize something
to help out people personally.
It's a dream they started, and
a dream that we're going to
fimsh," Miller said.
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10th Street da1n breaks and • • •

••• people go hunting
by Susan Kugler
While many St. Cloudites
were evaluating e.Jection returns into the wee hours of
Wednesday morning, ,about
75 crewmen were again busy
trying to repair a 200 ft break
in coffer dam.
The Tenth Street coffer dam
first broke on October 24 at
about 2 p.m., endangering St.
Cloud's water supply. Within
20 minutes the water level
of the river bad dripped five
feet. The coffer dam broke
again Wednesday about 2 : 30

One scavanger carried a
fishing net and stringer .to
catch various small fish floundering in shallow pools of
water near the river's edge.
A ten year old boy removed
parts from three bicycles he
found beneath the Tenth Street
Bridge. He said his bicycle
was rusting and needed new
parts.
Wearing anything f.rom hip
boots to thongs, and varying
been composed of loose soil in age from four-year-0lds to
materials or layers of bark 60-year.olds; scavengers found
and wood that provided a false drive-in movie loud speakers,
foundation for the coffer dam. bowling balls, dated liquor
a.m. A portion west of the pre- Various crewmen agreed that
vious break, opened causing current and erosion are fac- bottles, old-time milk bottles
the water level to recede to tors ·that contribute to the dur- with wide mouths , carpenter
almost nothing by 5 a.m.
tools, automobile remnants,
Ronald Landeberg, general ability of the dir.t coffer dam a grave marker, and scatterproject superintendent, said and using sheet piling would ings of clams, shells, dead
30 trucks and about 75. workers be wise.
fish, fishing poles and wate.r
were called in when the first
Landeberg said that com- skis.
and second breaks occurred. pletion of the stationery dam
was set for November 1971 Mrs. Milton, an SCS English
On a normal day only 5 trucks and "we'll make it on sched- 172 instructor, led her students
and 45 workers are employed ule·."
to the river bottom. They
in one shift.
1 k
When the dam broke in OcWhat do 500-l,OOO people 00 walked through the muck,
tober it was r.epaired with ce- for as they scavange through making observations and taking notes for a possible theme
ment chunks from Rox Sta- a river's mud bottom?
dium. Debris from St. John's
Steve Hilpipre, a freshman that could easily deviate f.rom
at SCS said he was looking -the usual boring topics.
Episcopal Church and granite for "~rawdads", (crayfish)
A policeman directing traf~ulders from , Me1rose qu~- t
• "crawdad" races. fic away from the Tenth Street
nes were used to tempor.arily O use m
repair the damage done by Bottles, hikes found Bridge estimated that 500-1000
people had scavanged the area
Wednesday's break. Lande- •
•
h
since he'd been on duty (about
berg however, said that In- Ill river
ottom
dustrial Builders Co, con- ·Junior, Denny Johnson was four hours.) He was particutractor for the project, will looking "for little fish to catch larly interested in the "huge"
beer kegs and reran.ants of
now be using "sheet piling with my hands. "
bogs that settled to ,the bottom when the river was used
to transport logs.
A more serious aspect of
scavenging involved the assessment of erosional damage
to the Tenth Street Bridge.
Assessors were able to examine areas of the bridge that
previously had been covered
by rushing water. Warping,
expansion, contraction, and
J
erosion of the bridge's foundation were subject to evaluation
"THE ·
as a rusult of the ba!I'ing of
.,_..Oll51tf$'1111iT
cr''lViiii'ilt'~ the mud river bottom.
Nicollet:. &- ~
• ~
After the coffer dam broke, (
f
1)
.-:-.-,;_~ the Tenth Street Bridge was cont. romp.
closed to vehicles. Rumo;rs
A substitute motion was then
that the bridge was buckling offered which stated that not
were quelled when a crew of more than one member from
assessors explained that "this a unit (civi: service or school)
gives us an opportune time could serve oin the Committee.
to survey the river's damage The substitute motion was
to the bridge. We're just defeated by a vote of 27 to
taking advantage of the sit- 8. The main motion was then
tion." The bridge was also defeated by a vote of 32-4.
closed to facilitate the truckIn other sentate action, the
ers and crewmen who needed body bassed a resolution in
a clear passage.
support of removing can bev-

f

thait interlocks."
According to Landeberg the
contractors originally thought
that the dirt dike would be
sturdy enough against the currents and erosion of the river,
but the more costly sheet piling will now be used "to avoid
any more coffer breaks."
Landeberg said it was possible that the "underpinnings
of the west bank" beneath
the coffer dam might have

f<!i

Photos by John Peterson

Senate

erages on campus. The resolution which was passed unamiously also commended the
Studerut Senate for inriatirng
the action being taken by Willirun Radovich, Assistant VicePresident for Administrative
Affairs.
ChairmaJ11 Robert Becker
appointed Dr. Harold Lieberman as parliamentariam1 for
the Faculty Senate.

NEWMAN TERRACE
HAPPENINGS
Sun.-Pancake & Sausage
Breakfa 5t
JERICO HARP
Mon.-W.C. Fields Movies
,

Buck Nile-Pizza $1.00
Tues.-John Baumann

Guitar Vocalist

w ·e d.-Laurel & Hardy Movies
Thur.-John Baumann

Spaghetti Feed $1.25
Fri.-JERICO HARP

Page ,tt.
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For SPAN student

Black student center:

Music typifies Sengal summer

By KATHLE _EN SULLIAN

The typical greeting of
peace exemplifies the atmosphere Peggy Johnso~, . SCS
senior and SPAN participant,
found in Senegal last summer.
SPAN (Student Project for
Amnity Among Nations). students studied in Yugoslavia,
Ecuador, and Senegal last
sum.mer. Miss Johnson was
the only SCS participant to
choose Senegal as her. counriry.
The St. Michael, Minnesota
English major and music
minor decided to investigate
the rhy.thmatic approach to
African music and more particularly the music of the kora
and khalam, instruments of
Senegal.
Miss Johnson played her
harplike 21-strin~ kora for t~e
Homecoming variety show this
fall "I hold it in my lap and
p1ay the strings in front of
me,"she explained.
The khalam is very small
with five strings and is played
like a guitar. Having found
-:: nothing at ,the University library or here in St. Cloud on
the instruments in Senegal,
Miss Johnson went into Senegal totally blind about its
music and the kora and khalam she found there.
For two and a half months
while she was there, Miss
Johnson took lessons on the
kora from the griots, the caste
of Senegal ·who are musicians.
"It's like in India. If you're
born a griot, you remain a
}- griot all your life, ~ou mar~y
-a griot and your children will
be griots. Grio.ts play or ma~e
musical instruments. The children leam from a very early
age• to p1ay the drums or the
stringed instruments."

Mental health
service begun
A 24-hour emergency psychiatric service has been established to serve the noo:ls
of Stearns, Bentoin, Sherburne,
and Wriglit Cownities.
The organization is spO'Ilsored by the Mental Health
Center and the Quad County
Association for Mental Health.
This service parallels Suicide Prevention Service, and
is therefore specifically limited i:n its objective; to handle
. onJy psychological cases leadin,g to suicide.
If you dial 253·5555, the professio1rnal staff of the psychiatric ward of the St. Cloud State
Hospital, and the meintal
health center will try to help
you with your problem.

Miss Johnson took her lessons from a griot in his own
house. She said he lived in
the medina, the slum part of
Dakar, the capital of Senegal.
Senegal which is in what was
French West Africa, black
Africa, is a little larger than
Minnesota.
Miss Johnson emphasized
that there was more to her
SPAN experience than just
academics although now that
she is back she will be writing the traditional required
SPAN paper.
"The thing I'll remember

most about being there was
the contact with the people,
the personal experiences. I
went to a discotheque with
some of the young students
there and learned some of the
African dances. They're very
up on American music. "
Miss Johnson enjoyed the
typical afternoon tea found
in Senegal. "You're outside
under the trees," as she describes it. "They use coal
burners to make three pots
of tea. It's served in tiny shotlike glasses. It takes about
two and a half hours to drink

these ,three pots of tea. It's Okay, class, the next set Les Green feels the Black Stua daily tradition. Every glass of questions on your SCS Test dies and Cultural Center fell
of tea gets swe€ter. The first should be quite easy to an- apart the first time it was
glass the women don't drink. swer. Question number twenty- tried.
They're only allowed to drink . five: "Where is the Black Stu- The Center was started as
the second and ,thilrd glasses. dies and Cultural Center lo- a result of demands by camIt's all tradition and it's just cated? Who started it?. What pus blacks, and was originbeautiful. It's so relaxing, no- is it's purpose?"
ally backed by "white liberbody hurries back to work If your name is Les Green als" who provided a building
or school. You can be late, and you were taking this test, to house the Center and moneits just that type of society." you would probably tell how tary backing for a time. "UnThe national language of ,the house at 396 South Second fortunately," Green noted
Senegal is French but at least Avenue, which was the Black "these so-called liberals soon
five other languages are also Studies and Cultural Center, lost interest and found somespoken. The most common is no longer occupied. You thing else to support. They
is Wolof which is the main could also tell how a group left us with a lot of bills and
tribe of Senegal. B€cause Miss called "B-Sure" operated the no place to go.'
·
Johnson had studied both Center until the white liberals,
A fellow worker, Irma ShanFrench and Wolof before her who had helped you starit the non s,aid "With no money and
trip she found she could com- Center lost interest and left the summer coming on; the
municate with the people your group with a pile of bills whole group just fell apru-t.
around her.
and no where to continue. We're back together now and
At first she lived at the Uni- Then again, you could simply we're going to give it another
versity of Dakar but later tra- say that the group, which you try; and this time we'll sucveled about and lived with called "B-Sure" was never ceed.'
the people thems_elves. "My really together and when the
advisor, Dr. Edriz Makward summer came there was no
from the University of Wis- one left to hold down the fort,
consin, introduced us to all and the whole thing just fell
his family in Senegal. The ex- by the wayside.
tended family adopted us and
If you know a girl.
treated u.s like members of
? the f,amily
wherever we
considering an
went."
GOOD
READING_
The people of Senegal are
The latest & The Greatest
@mostly Moslem. Most of the
\ women do not speak French
said Miss Johnson but -the chilthis message might
dren now are learning French
•· as they go ,t o school. Most men
even save her life!
do not marry until 30 or so
because they cannot afford
It is no longer necessary for unfortu•
the bride price. The man must
nate girls to b~ ruthlessly exploited
PEGGY JOHNSON
buy
the
bride
by
giving
her
Photo by Ken. Fournelle
for profit by quacks and inept butch•
parents transistor r adios or
ers. Now they can have perfectly
similar things, which in their
legal abortions under strict hospital
society are expensive.
care. The new California Therapeutic
Abortion Act provides that all servMiss Johnson chose Senegal
"Social and Political Ef- Gary is also a member of as her country after having
ices be performed by physici ans in
fects of the Environmental the Sierra Club, the Wildeir- studied the poeitry of Senghor
accredited hospitals.
Crisis" is the title of a talk ness Society, National Parks who is president of Senegal
Last year it is estimated ·so m e
to be giveu by Gary Soucie Association, National Audobon in an honors African litera700,000 illegal abort ions were per•
Ol!lJ November 17, at 8:00 p.m. Society, and several othec coo·
ture class and having become
formed in the United States. Almost
L Stewart Hall Auditorium. servation organizations.
interested in his country.
without exception exorbitant prices
Soucie is presently Execuwere charged , hospital fac iliti es
tive Director of the Frioods
were not ava ilable and a complete
of the Earth, an organization
medical st aff was not pr esent t o
PLATE LUNCHES DAILY - $1.20
established to mdertake sub·
cope with emerge,:icies .
stantial legislative activities
Some· of those girl s died unnecesfor el]vironmental defense prosa rily. Others suffered seve re infec•
jects. Their main objective
t ions. Still oth ers wi ll never again
is to restore the major part
Chinese Dishes To Take Out-Call 252-1070
be able to be ar a ch ild d ue t o in·
of the environment that · ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.
competent treat ment.
has not been treated well
enough by man, and to preThe National Abortion Councll for
serve the remaining areas
Thera peutic Abortions and Family
where the life cycle is still
Planning want s to make sure that
uniinterrupted.
all girls receive human e and saniHe is presently on the Board
tary treatment. YOU CAN HELP.
of Directors of the AppalaIf. you know of a pregnant girl who
chian Highlainids Association ;
is considering sneaking off to have
BANOUETTE S350
WED. RING S125
Executive board, Association
her abortion in ;i germ -i nfect ed
ROYA LTY S 300 TO 500
for Voluntary Sterilizatiolil';
WED, RING 87 . 50
MAN ' S 150
apartment or office tell her to call
Advisory Committee, Stat€1n
. us. Our coun_seling service is free.
RE G ISTERED
k
Island Greenbelt - Nature
~P-sa e ·
Areas League; Board o.f Direc300
D I AMOND R I NGS
We recommend only: ·
tore, New York State E)n'VironCOATS
Soon, you will choose
the most reputable physicians; doc;:·
mental Planirui:rng Lobby.
the ring to symbolize your

·Pi~-A-Book

ABORTION

Environment is lecture topic

Now Open Under New

Oil CAFE

ANTIQUE FURS (RE-CYCLED)

\

JACKETS
CAPES

engagement. Choose Keepsa ke . . . and be su re of
a perfect diamond of
superior color and cut.

TO

CHOOSE
FROM

Galifornia law explicitly provides
that parents' consent is not
necessary for. minors. There are
no residency requirements .

$995

Stop in and enioy our:
Live Entertainment
Delicious Sandwiches
light and Dark Beer
Free Chicken on Wed. nights

THE BIER H~US
Across from the Public Library

AND UP

IRIBNICK

tors offering fair and reasonable
prices; services which will be com•
· pletely within the law; services per•
formed at accredited hospitals.
PHYSICIANS WITH A GENUINE
AND HUMANE INTEREST

Management

.:;:;

w~c~~~JLl!T~N it All~~~:reaso,swfiy

Phone: (213) .

464-4177

& SONS

Downtown Mpls.-224 N. First St.
Daily and Sat. 9-S. Ample free parking

T

NATIONAL ABORTION COUNCIL
for Therapeutic Abortions and
Family Planning
1717 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood, California 90028
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Former
gridder
says Vikings ''better''
By DICK DAHL

Former St. Cloud gridder
½:1ny Johns~n returned to
his old stompmg ground last
Saturday aoo saw his alma
mater down Bemidji 29'9.
. It was a belated homecommg for Lenny because his
~eeken<ls _had boon pretty well
filled until then. The reason
was that he was playing pro
ball for t~ New York Giants
and had Just been put on waivers.
The Green Bay Packers
have co rntacted Lemy to joilll
th~m on a "look-see" basis
this week, so h_is professional
fftball future is unknown as
..
0 "nPow. f tball'
, ro oo
s an exc1tmg
life. There's never a dull moment, but you're living out
?f a suitcase," said Johnson
tu the locker room after the
game. "It's foo to come back
though."
'
. J o h n s o n was origi111ally
signed by the Minnesota Vikings after his senior year, 1967,
1

when he was named to the
Little All .- America team as
an offensive guard. He was
a member of the Vi.kings' taxi
squad last year and got a percentage of the Vikings' per
player share of the Super
Bowl mOIIley
At New ·York Lenny was
on the Giants' 40 man roster
for four games.
"I was on the specialty
teams," said the
pound
Alexandria native. 250
"My job
was to hit the wedge on the
kickoff." (The "wedge" refers to the line of blockers in
front of the ball carrier on
a kickoff retum) ''You gotta
be nuts to do it, but I loved
it," he said.
The jump from the NIC to
the NFL is "tremendous,,
he said.
'
How much harder do they
hit? Johnson paused and
turned to John Stadden and
asked, ''Hey Stadden. How
much harder' does Carl Eller
hit than you?"

Friday, November 6, 19l0

Large frosh turnout

Mat outlook good

"About 90 one-hundrdths
"This ye~'s is the ~iggest Hartzber~ who weig~ in at
more,, said St dd
· turnout we ve had smce I 150; semors Doug Quick, 158
"W~ll, if you amJc~ Stadden came here four years ago ," lbs._, ~d Gary Willi~ .c?mh d . enthused John Oxton, the St. peting m the 126 lbs. diV1S1on.
6_5 and 260 that' h
Eller hits,"'
s~~- ar Cloud State wrestling coach. · Junior lettermen consist of
That's pretty hard.
" "Last year,' he continu~, Gene Barrett at 158 lbs.; John
Johnson said there wasn't we only had four returrung Errebo and Le~ Carlsen at
much difference between the lettermen, two of whom 142 ~b.s.; Rod Dolittle, 126 lbs.;
Vikings and the Giants. Only dropped out befoi:e ~e season Kevin Jensen, 134 1~.; and
in the areas of personnel and got underway. This time, there Gary Boman, who fills the
the cities where the teams are 12 lettermen coming back, ~eavyweight posit~on. Returnare located is there a dif- and so far, 58 guys have mg sophomores mclude letference, he said.
signed up. The fireshmen crop termen Bill R~loer and 1:im
"The Vi.kmgs obviously have is . better and l_~ger, too.. I Raymond
W1th
respective
much better persoooel " he think our recruiting has fin- weights of 134 and 167; and
said, "but the big diff~r€ITTce ally yaid off. We've got ap- R~d Yom:gdahl wh~ ~as redis New York City. There's a proXIIDately 30 freshmen out ~hir.ted with a knee-lllJlfil'Y durlot to do there."
for the squad at the present mg ,the season last year. He
Johnson commented on the time."
is expected to be a contender
abilities of Bud Grant the
The returning lettermen in- for the starting position in the
Vikings' head coach: :'He's clu?~ senior co~captain~ Dan 17;, weight class ,this fall. .
.a very professional person Griff1th who wrestles m the
We do lack some experiEveirything is done for a pur~ 118 lbs. weight class, and Don ence," OJci;on s,aid, "but we've
pose. He's constantly working with his assistants, and
he puts together a tremendous
game P1an. ' '
"I've met a lot oi. interesting people," he said. ''Every
.team has its characters. The
Vikings had Dale Hackbart.
Another championship will the pace for St. Cloud and finHe's nuts. He just loves livbe
on the line tomorrow when ished ahead of the field with
ing. The Giants had Fran Tarkenton. He's something like St. Cloud State moves into a 21 :18 effort. Lt was the
Joe Kapp because he's such St. Paul for the NAIA District seventh consecutive year that
a St. Cloud :runner has copped
13 cross country meet.
a fireball."
individual honors.
The
Huskies
successfully
deThe pro football life is
Jerry Schuldt, junior from
"great," according to John- fended their Northern Interson. It would be great if he collegiate Conference title last St. Cloud Tech, finished fifth
weekend, and Coach Bob Wax- with a 22: 03 clocking. He was
makes it at Green Bay.
lax figures his contingent can followeo by Jeff Rennerberg,
do well again in the NAIA se·rnior from Menahga in
1
showdown.
seventh ; and Bruce Johnson,
"There are many teams junior from Minnetonka, in
from Minnesota that rank ninth.
ahead of us," Waxlax admit- ·John Connolly, sophomore
ted, "and we certainly aren't £mm Burnsville, wound up
· close ,to being called favorites. 14th. Mark Nelson, freshman
But we should be regarded from
Roseville
Alexander
as darkhorses, and we hope Ramsey, finished 22nd and
that our continued improve- Larry ·Larson, junior from
ment will put us in the Montevideo, placed 42nd.
money ."
St. Cloud's 1970 NIC crown Waxlax does not plan any
picked off at Morris last week- drastic lineup alterations for
end was the fifth straight cross the NAIA meet Saturday, and
he probably will enter the
country title for the Huskies.
Len Brenny, junior from same seven Huskies in that
Minneapolis DeLaSalle, set event.

Lem;

Another title on line

for Husky runners

got more experience now than
we've had in the past three
years. There's lots of depth
in the lower weight classes•,
and this will be an advantage
we haven't had. The upper
classes don',t have as much
depth, so we're hoping to ge1
through the season withor
injuries."
Part of this added depti
is attributed to ,the "fine
group of incoming fres}men'
(,as their coach s:tated). -The
freshmen include State Wrestling Tournament contenders
Mark Bauerly, John Hooper,
Bob Johnson, Guy Johnson,
Randy Krusemark, Gary Salmon, Dave Sherrif, and Al
Stark.
Sherrif was the State Champion in · ,the .158 lb. weight
class; Stark placed 4th at 177
lbs. ; and in 1968, Hooper w,as
2nd in the state at 142 lbs.
Other freshmen include regional entrants Dennis Wall
and Joe Rajkowski.
"The team's attitude is the
best it's been in three ye·Ms.
Most of these guys room together in twos or threes. They've
worked together as a unit,
competed together and are
staying together. This is the
best _ knJt group we've had.
The captains started here the
same time as I did, so we've
developed a rapport - the
same type of wrestling philosophy, sorrt of tradition. We
think more as a team now,"
Oxfon said.

,..,

Wrestling practice started
October 19, and the first meet.
is December 5.
,
"Lasit year five matches
were lost by one point in each
division, so we're not too worried most of these were so
close. We're still a young team
and probably a yeair away
from the NIC conference, but
things may get earlier than
we expect," the coach concluded .

Vet,
(cont. from p. 2)
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Wright Flares
Are For
Lo9king Good.
These solid flannel flares by
Wright look great and fit
the way you want them to.
And you ' !! stay looking
good . thanks to the Everpressed ® fabric of 50%
Orlon and 25% Rayon .
Young men's sizes 28-38
and in all th e season's
best colors.
*DuPont reg. TM

wright slacks

been as active as possible in
the past is due to the limited
participation from veterans
attending S.C.S.
"There are 135 Vet's Club
members out of approximately
700 veterans on campus. Many
don't give us a chance smce
they believe we're a service
oriented organization, whi~
we're not," Jerry stated.
''Our main function on campus," he continued," is to aici
incoming veterans. People who
come to our meetings ar€ often fresh out of the servi e
ar.d have been away from two
to four years. Often they don'~
know arnybody."
" I feel the Vet's Club is important since it offers thesf
individuals a chain,ce to meet
new friends w i t h somethi~
in common and who are in...
their age gn,up. The contac~
tJ-,ey make help them fiirn:l
housing , books, and other
school related services.
Right now it is Jerry's hope
that more of the veterains who
can join will attend a few
meetings to find out what it
is all about.
·
"We would like to exp;m,om activities on aoo off c~
pus", Jerry said. ''A larger
membership would really help.
We meet o,rJly once a month
so it isn't time consuming." '
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Anfenson: toughest opponent since Tech

BULL
Pen
by Dick Dahl
Sports Editor

They're tearing down Municipal Stadium, and by now
it's probably completely gone.
·
For those of you who have gone to St. Cloud State baseall games there is springtimes past, try to remember how
!£-'lUCh fun those games were.
·
~
It was a great place to tip a few and test your lungs
aii'd---creativity by jeering the opposing team. And when
those garbage cans were finally placed in strategic spots
... It was funny how everyone's aim at the garbage cans
got worse as the game progressed.
If you've done this, you'll probably look back on your
college career at SCS and remember those enjoyable, carefree afternoons in a baseball stadium that is no more.
The Huskies weren't the only residents of Municipal
Stadium. High school, arp.ateur, Legion, and Babe Ruth
teams used it, but the main users of the stadium were the
Rox-a minor league affiliate of the Twms, and formerly
the Cubs and Giants. The Rox have been in existence since
1946, when the stadium was first built.
I thought it would be appropriate to talk to someone
who's been following the Rox since then, so I found out
about Dick Statz, who is the office manager of the NSP
;; office downtown.
Statz has been the public address man at Municipal
Stadium for 20 years, except for a five year period when
he broadcast the Rox games for WJON and then KFAM.
He remembers a lot about the "old days" when there
was more interest in minor league baseball. When he was
broadcasting, every game was carried. For out of town
contests, Statz would not be present at the games but still
broadcast them from the studio bi use of "re-creates."
· The radio station would call the out-of-town ball park
and get an account of what each batter had done. Statz
would get about l1h innings worth of results-just as they
would appear in a scorebook. Then another call would be
made to get another inning or so's worth of results.
So Statz would make up the ball and strike counts to
lengthen things if it needed to be done. There was a crowd
noise record .going in the background.
"If there was a base hit, I'd tap the mike," said Statz.
"If there was a home run the volume of the record was
turned up. If the line was busy, there would be an argument with the umpire, or a dog would be on the field."
"Tlie real rabid baseball fans who never missed a home
game would come up to the transmitter in the WJON studio
with their noses up against the glass watching me do this,"
he said, "and all they were looking at was a guy sitting
at a desk."
Statz recalled a few other memories as the PA man at
Rox Stadium.
There was the fistfight between Rox manager Charley
Fox (now with the San Francisco Giants ) and the manager
of the Wausau, Wis. club at home plate after a .game.
"Fox was in about 'five or six fights a year (he man. aged from '52 to '56 )" said Statz. "'He wouldn't always
win the figths , but he never backed away from any."
He recalled a comedian who played second base who
kept everybody laughing all year.
,
Most of the people who played for t~e Rox never made
it big, but there have been several who have. The list
includes Orlando Cepeda, Lou Brock, Tony Taylor, Gaylord
Perry, Matty Alou, Bob Bolin, Curt Motton, George Mitterwald, Paul Ratliff, and Danny Thompson.
Statz remembers them all. He said, "Tony Taylor
really surprised me because he didn't look that good here."
He also remembers the firs t year the Rox were here
( '46 ). There was no affiliation with a major league club
at that time; only an indirect one because they were moreless a farm club of the Minneapolis Millers, who were the
Triple A team for the Boston Red Sox.
The Rox won the pennant the first year. Statz listed
some of the heroes of that 1946 team: Tony Jeras, Red
Lindgren, Hal Schact, Carl Hosler.
These were guys who had big names with amateur
teams around here and the Twin Cities.
"Here was a chance for guys who never had a chance
to play pro ball before," said Statz. "Here was a pro team
opening up in their own backyards. "
And now the stadium is gone. A shopping center will
be going up. Tearing the stadium down was "the wrong ·
thing to do," said Statz. The new ball park which will be
going up on the north side of town " will never have the
grandstand or press box facilities we had."
"I've gone through four official scorers out there and
I've outlasted them all," Statz said. "We've had a lot of
fun out there."
"I had a few tears in my eyes ·the other day when I was
out there and saw them tearing it down," he said. "Sometimes you wonder whether money is everything." .
Statz said he doubts whether he'll be back next year
as PA man at the new park.
"A new ball park should have new personnel," he said:
From all indications, the new ball park will not be able
to compare with Municipal Stadium.
~
It was the fate of Municipal Stadium to be occupying
a "prime revenue" area. A shopping center means more
coins.
Is money everything?

Injuries hamper Moorhead
The St. Cloud State Huskies hind with 833 yards in 146 car-

will get a break when they ries.
take on the Moorhead State Fullback Warren Sieg preDragons Satt1rday at Moor- sently leads the Huskie rushhead in their final Northern ing attack with 203 yards in
Intercollegiate battle of the 71 carries. Quarterback Greg
season.
Thayer, meanwhile, has comMoorhead which has suf- pleted· 56 of 109 pass attempts
fered NIC l~sses only to Michl for th~ Huskies for 754 yards
gan Tech and Morris, will be and rune touchdowns.
handicapped by injlllt'ies to
While the Dragoos are plaits top two rushers.
gued by costly injuries, the
Mike Quirk, the Dragon's Huskies should be in pretty
All-American ruming back, good physical shape. Expected
suffered a rib injury against to return to actioo Saturday
Tech last week and ruooing are freshman ru.nnmgback
back Dave Bruggeman suf Emery LaPointe allld defensive
fered an ankle injury in the end Dave Renslow.
Tech game. Both of them am The St. Cloud defense which
listed by coach Ross Fortier has been strong all seasoo
as doubtful starters against will be a key factor against
the Huskies.
Moorhead according to AnfenBruggeman and Quirk are soo.
respectively the two leadiing
"The defense could make
rushers in the conference.
the difference " he said "and
The H~skies hold a slim our people know that' they
19-18·2 se~1es E:<lge on the Dra- rr.ust oot only prevent Moorgons gomg mto Satl.lJl'day's head from putting points oo
game.
Moorhead defeated the board, but also stop them
St. Cloud 15-14 la~t year on from controlling the ball for
a. su~cessful two-pomt conver- long periods of time. "
sion Ill the 0 u~ quarter·
Anfensoo also expressed coill:The Huski~ will ~lso enter cern about the Huskies' offenrthe ga~e still hopn~g for. a sive attack.
share m the NIC title with . - - - - - - - - - . Tech. A St. Cloud victory at
Moorhead and a Tech loss at
Morris would accomplish that.
"Moorhead will be our toughest oppooent since the Michigan Tech game," said Rod
Married couple to stay
Anfoo.soo, coach of the Huswith four school-aged
kies, "and they have the most
children while parents
powerful rushimg attack we
have seen all season. Their
vacation for a week in
personnel allld their statistics
February. Call Mrs. WilP9int to that.".
liam Holes at 252-4890.
On the season, Quirk is leading the Dragons in rushing
with 873 yards itn 186 carries
while Bruggeman -is close be·
SSSS Si SS$%$i5 SS£Si£SSSSSSSS% % SiiS\$
\

"We must come up with son finale Nov. 14 against the
ability to show Moorhead a University of Minnesota-Du.
balanced attack," he said. luth.
"Too often we have sfJressed
the pass or run. We will have
to even thln,gs out if we hope
to have a1tJ1Y success against
Moorhead."
The Huskies will enter the •Pizza
•Chicken
game with a 5-2 season record •Tacos
•Beef
compared to the Dragon's sea•Subs
•Fish
son rec~rd of 4-3-1. St. Cloud'_s
latest VIctory w~ .. a 29-9 tr1ump~ over Be~dJi after the
Call 253-2131
Hl~ski~ had trailed 9-7 at omie
pomt l!n ~e game.
. .
_Followmg the NIC fm!IS~er
w~th Moorhead, the ~uskies
will return home for therr sea-
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THE COLLEGE CHRONICLI:

Classifieds & Happenings
PERSONAL
WANTED
FROM MIKE BURNS: Patty BABYSITTING, in my home,

Duke is alive and living in
Shoe Hall with a roommate
whose clothesbasket is questionable.
DEBBIE - There's something
rotten in your clothes basket.
Linda.
BRA, flowers desired. Chumly
E 406, 2494.
ROOMS
2 VACANCIES in L&L begin-

ning winter qtr. 524 7th Ave.
So. Call Cii!ldy or Do.nna, 2529305.
VACANCY: room for 1 girl
in double or 2 in triple. Avail·
able winter qtr. 524 7th Ave.
Barb 252-0739, Marcia 252-9305.
APPROVED HOUSING - 2
girls for winter qtr. Contact
Sandy 252-9771, 6th Ave. So.
WANTED: 1 or 2 girls to share
furnished
apt.
close
to
campus. 229 5th Ave. So.
Phooe 252-5793.
VACANCY: for 1 girl, winter
and spring, 388 3rd Ave. So. ,
approved. Phone 252-9440 after

ex,perienced, SE and college
area. Have references. Reasonable rates. 252·8777.
.
TYPING themes in my
home. 252-1813.
LEARN TO FL y with your
SCS Aero Club.
GREAT BUYS in rebuilt B&W
televisioo sets. J&M . Electrooics 1425 N. 7th St. 252·8696
after 5 p.m.
FOUND . .. . the best place
in town to purchase clothing
and shoe needs at lowest
prices .. .. with student privilege card - Weber;s Clothing
and Shoe Store, 803 St Germain:.. . .
UNUSUAL GIFTS! hanging
cmdles made to order Dawn
at 252-()334.
ATTENTION
BE AWARE of the little red

wagon.
LONDON'S BRIDGE is going

to fall tonight.

EVERYTHING becomes legal
for Steve L. tonight.
3.
AIN'T it great, Job!II?
_ _ _F
_O
_ R_S
_A_L_E_ _ _ _ WHO GETS your old I.D.,

1940 FORD COUPE. '57 Ford
engine, good cond. Call Mike,
253-2903.
SKI BOOTS, size 9½, buckle
type in good cond. Call Gary
at 255-2306.
AUTO 1969, Mach I V-8; auto.
trans., PS-PB, like new, 13,000
mi., $2295. 252-2043.
SKIIS, 1 pr. 6' metal, with tyrolia bindings, used only one
year. A pair of Henke buckle
bcots women's size 8. Contact
''Dur" at the PX Liquor Store,
251-5800.
SNOW TIRES, 14 x 7.75 x st.
w/o rims. 253-3617.
USED SNOW TIRES. 8.0014 $12-pr., 6.70 x 15 $10-pr. 7.50
-15, $8-pr., 252-3176, 6-8 p.m.
BLONDE WIG ii!l shag hairstyle, worn onJ.y once. Westing·
house electric hairsetter, perfect condition, cheap. Call
Karen, 252-4099.
·

ATTENTION
NEED A RIDE? Mpls to St.

Cloud . commuter bus weekly
or daily service, register now
for fall and winter qtrs. 4719736.
TWO MALE ST U D E N T
TEACHERS for winter qtr.
to share spacious modern 2

bdrm. apt. with 2 Robbinsdale
teachers. Full access to cooking facilities, carpeted apt.
and sauna. Very reasonable.
Contact me immediately if
you'll studeint teach in or
around Robbinsdale. J . Gindele, 3040 Sumter Ave. No.,
No. 11 , Crystal, Minn. 55427,
'146-4632.
European nomads: The most

economical way to Europe
next summer. 5th consecutive
yr. Write: European Odyssey,
Winsted, Mn. 55395 . ·

North Star
Ski Shop
at your service

Rossignol
Henke
LaTrappeur
Kastle

In the
Bavarian Buffet

26th & 0ivision

Steve?
ASS. editor

THE

is getting

older.
THE CHRON ICLE is out to·

day.
a nOl!l:-breakable
tape recorder for Steve Johnson so he won't get all wound
-up.
THE BULL is coming out of
his PEN tonight.
WANTED:

and games and
plenty of laughs, visit room
136, Atwood.
FOR

FUN

Play tickets
on sale Mon.

SEO

Ski Club

Here's your chance to become actively mvolved in saving your ravaged eruvironment.
The next S.E.D. meeting will
be Monday, Nov. 9 at 7 p.m.
in Stewart Hall, room 131.
Show your world that you
care!

There will be a ski club
meeting on Mon. Nov. 9th at
6:30 in Brown Hall Auditorium. There will be a film and
tentative plans . for a trip to
White ,cap on the 9th, 10th of
January. We have also set
a tenta-tive date for the first
Gospel
party at Powder Ridge, which
The Gospel According to will be discussed.
St. Mathew will be shown in · This meeting will be yoll!I'
the Civic-Peruney room at last chance to buy your club
3 & 7 p.m. today. The film membership - so be sure to
is sponsored by ABOG.
come!
WRA

W.R.A. welcomes all women
students to play volleyball at
7 p.m. on Monday andWednesday in the balconies of Halenbeck.

Humanizing

Cheerleading

Bus tickets for Saturday's
game at Moorhead will be on
sale Wed. , Thurs. , and Friday
at the main desk in Atwood.
The price is $1.50. Support
your team!
Science Academy

There will be a committee
meeting on Thll!I'sday at 7 p.m.
on November 5.
Ecumenical Institute

The E.I. faculty-administra·
tion we-ekend starts tonight
C.E.C.
at 6 p.m. at Green Lake Camp
There will be a meeting in Spicer.
Tuesday November loth at
Catch 22
7 p.m. lit will be held in Atwood, Room 146. There will
Every Wednesday a gro~p
be a speaker from Vista. meets in the Jerde room ID
Everyone is welcome!
Atwood. Come at 11 a.m. and

A conference built around
the experience of a social
change, community process
group in Chicago will be held
Nov. 20-22. Register with the
campus religious houses and
centers. Cost will be $10.00
per person., complete. Lectures, . discusssions, art -form~
films, celebrati0111s , meal co!ll!----..
versation, rese::.rch papers approached through social cl,l{namics and i,n, a "focused s_, ttmg."
.,,.Homecoming Winners

Sherburne Hall won 1st-·
place in both categorfes
(men's and women's) in the
homecoming float division.
LSA
This item was omitted when
Tuesday, Nov. 10, Dr.
set if you can beat out Y as- the other winners were anACEI
Laakso, head of the chemisnounced in the Chronicle.
sarioned.
open meeting
heldACEI
on November
10thwill
at ....,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
try department, will be pre- beThe
sent to lead an o,pen-eind dis·
cussion 001 religion and science 7 p.m. in the campus lab
or politics aind religioo, or s ch o o l auditorium. Dr. Al
Schelske will present slides on ·
'?'.
Death Seminar
teacher education in Africa·.
..J.
Nov. 8, 4 p.m. Dr. For more information contact
Sunuiay,
John Brantner of the U of M Miss Mary Peterson at Ste_wMedical School will speak on 308.
Lettermen's Club
" Death Education" at First
United Methodist Church', th There will be a meeting
Tuesday, November 10, 7:30
Ave. & 3rd St. So.
p.m. , in the faculty dining
Class Managerie
A swiin,gmg spectacular is area above the Ratskeller.
coming to Sauk Rapids on North Star tickets will be
Nov. 7. Watch for the p:>sters. · handed out.

5UN5HI E CLOSE-OUT
( ACROSS FROM MONTGOMERY WARDS)

e';)>

ZIG ZAGS............................................ .07
INDIA SPREADS•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.~ ••• 6.00
INCENSE••••••• ~................................. .25-~85

Pl PES..... ••••••• •• ••••••• •• ••••••••••••••• ••• 1. 45-4.00

Tickets for Peter Shaffer's
The Royal Hunt of the Sun,

opening November 18, will
gc; on sale Monday, November 9 at 10 a.m. Thereafter
through the run of the show
(November 18-21, 23 antl 24)
the Theatre Box Office, Io·
cated in the lobby of the Performing Arts Center will ·be
open 10 a.~n. - 2 p.m. , Monday through Friday. SCS students and faculty members
may purchase tickets free with
their fee statements or activity
cards. Adult prices are $2.00,
college students $1.50 and high
school students $1.00.

CHOKER & NECKLACES•••••. ~ •••..•..••.••••95-2.85
14 KT. EARRINGS •••.•.•...•.•.....•....••.••••••99 pr.
FISH NETTING••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••45 yd.

BEL TS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.00-4.00

" •

k"" s ...

'4~;;

,. ..

SCRAP BAGS OF LEATHER ••••••••••••••.•.••• .SO bag
HAND CRAFTED LEATHER GOODS
· (VEStS, PONCHO, CHOKERS, HEADBANDS, BRACELETS)
WE'LL TAKE ANY REASONABLE OFFER!

ONLY 4 DAYS LEFT

Reasonable Auto Rates
for Underage Male Drivers (16-25)
Liability Coverage Comparison: 10/20/5 and Uninsured
Motorist
20 yr. old male with: 2 speeding tickets and 1 accident
Our company premium: s330 annual or s182 6 months
Other company premium: s492 annual or s246 6 months

.When you know
it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will be
symbol ized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine qual ity
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow
pages under " Jewelers."

~psake®
R E G I ST E-R E D

D I A MO N D

RINGS

Rings f,om $ I 00 to $ I 0,000. T-M Reg A. H. Pond Compony

If over 21, the premium is $10 less for the same record
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

20 yr. old male with clear record:
Our company premium: s220 annual or s121 6 months
Other company premium: s288 annual or s144 6 months

?

Please send new 20 page booklet. "~Janning Your Engagement and Wedding"
and full color folder. both for on ly 25c. Also , tell me how to obtai n the beautifu l
ii page Bride's Keepsake Book at ha lf price.
f-70
Name _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

AddreH _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ ,

;,,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,co. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

Rosemark Agency
1529 St. Germain , St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
Tel. 251-1490 and 252-2875

,I'!

Slate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _
1

